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Everyday Life in British Government - R. A. W. Rhodes 2011-04-21
In his fascinating, new piece of political anthropology, Rod Rhodes
uncovers exactly how the British political elite thinks and acts.
The Blair Effect - Anthony Seldon 2001
THE BLAIR EFFECT is a collection of authoritative and (reasonably)
unpartisan commentaries on the first administration of Tony Blair as it
approaches a General Election. The authors demonstrate that it is
possible to write contemporary history about even the most recent past
in an accessible yet scrupulously objective manner. How much has
changed since the landslide election victory of May 1997? What was
prompting the changes, and to what extent were they the fruit of number
10's intentions? How far might they have happened anyway? How
effective has the Blair effect been? Peter Riddell, Vernon Bogdanor,
Dennis Kavanagh and a host of other star analysts pose these questions
and do their best to answer them.
Reinventing Britain - Andrew McDonald 2007-10-30
"First [originally] published in Great Britain in 2007 by Politico's
Publishing ..."--Title page verso.
Understanding Public Management - Kjell A Eliassen 2008-02-25
'A broad-ranging and highly intelligent account of key recent
developments internationally which skillfully updates the public
management and governance literatures' - Ewan Ferlie, Royal Holloway
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'Public management has been radically changed and reformed... this
book gives students a fine introduction to these changes and to the
theories dealing with them' - Jørgen Grønnegaard Christensen,
University of Aarhus An introduction and guide to the dramatic changes
that have occurred in the provision of public services over the last two
decades, this book combines theoretical perspectives with a range of
case studies from Europe, North America and further afield to explain
why, how and with what success liberal democracies have reformed the
service role of the state. The book pays close attention to four major
dimensions of this transition: " External challenges and opportunties:
globalisation and EU integration " Reducing the role of the state:
Liberalisation, privatisation, regulation and competition policy "
Improving the role of the state: New Public Management, e-Government
and beyond " Managing the New Public Sector: organisations, strategy
and leadership This text is designed for undergraduate courses in public
governance, but it also addresses the core components of MPA
programmes - the parameters, tools, principles and theories of public
sector reform.
Comparative Politics - Jeffrey Kopstein 2008-07-21
Now in its third edition, this unique textbook remains a favourite for
introductory undergraduate courses in comparative politics. It features
twelve theoretically and historically grounded country studies that show
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how the three major concepts of comparative analysis - interests,
identities, and institutions - shape the politics of nations and regions.
Written in a style free of heavy-handed jargon and organized to address
the concerns of contemporary comparativists, this textbook provides
students with the conceptual tools and historical background they need
to understand the politics of our complex world. This third edition
introduces completely new chapters on the European Union, France, and
Nigeria.
Changing States, Changing Nations - Andrew McDonald 2021-01-28
This book presents the remarkable constitutional reforms undertaken by
the Blair and Brown governments in the UK. The reforms are remarkable
in that they had the potential to change the way Britons understood the
national identity of the UK. The book illuminates the ambitions of the key
players in Whitehall and Westminster and is enriched through a study of
comparable constitutional reforms in Canada and Australia: the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms pioneered by Pierre Trudeau and the attempt by
Paul Keating to make Australia a Republic. The Canadian and Australian
chapters are a contribution to the political history of those nations and a
device for understanding the changes in Britain. The author is an expert
in the use of Freedom of Information and was a senior policy maker in
Whitehall working primarily on constitutional reform. Readers will
benefit from the author's unrivalled access to interviewees and
documentary sources in the three countries covered in the book.
Political Communications - Simon Atkinson 2013-10-23
This work examines political communications in British general elections.
Like its predecessors it has a dual purpose: first, to make available the
reflections of those who participated in it; and, second, to provide
analysis of the media, the parties and public opinion polls in the
campaign.
Stakeholding and the New International Order - Stella Maile 2017-11-01
Title first published in 2003. This invaluable book provides the first
definitive critical introduction to the concept of stakeholding and its
implications for policy and practice of key players in the new global
order. Braddon and Maile take an interdisciplinary approach with
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particular emphasis upon the political economy of stakeholding which
has become the major managerial and political motif of the 1990s.
Major Nation-States in the European Union - J. Richard Piper
2015-09-25
Integrating the study of individual European nation-states within the
framework of the European Union, this unique new text is essentially two
books in one: a book on the EU and a comparative introduction to
European politics. This text provides more value to students by
combining two texts in one, but engages student interest and facilitates
learning through a variety of useful features. Role-playing exercises
encourage participation and test students' critical thinking skills, while
an emphasis on the people behind the politics "humanizes" material and
provides lively insights into contemporary European politics and society.
To ensure student understanding, there is extensive material comparing
and contrasting EU states to one another and to the United States, a
thorough glossary at the end of the book, and an abundance of examples,
tables, charts, and graphs to illustrate and extend the discussions.
The Blair Effect 2001-5 - Anthony Seldon 2005-09-29
Tony Blair's strong start to his third term, with his role in capturing the
Olympic Games for Britain, his statesman-like handling of the aftermath
of the terrorist attacks on London, his promise of a new start to the
European Union and his leadership of the G8 summit at Gleneagles, has
brought his relatively lacklustre second term into sharp relief. The
second term should have been the time when New Labour fulfilled its
manifesto promises. So what changed between 2001 and 2005 and what
was achieved? How far was Blair himself responsible, and what was
Gordon Brown's influence? What was the impact of the Iraq war? And
what of Blair's policy towards Europe? Anthony Seldon and Dennis
Kavanagh gather together leading academics and journalists to provide
an authoritative assessment of Blair's second term, including a review of
New Labour in government from 1997 to the present.
Governance and Public Policy in the United Kingdom - David Richards
2002
How has the New Right, globalization and Europeanization changed the
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nature of the British state?
The Labour Party and the world, volume 2 - Rhiannon Vickers 2013-07-19
This is the second book in a unique two-volume study tracing the
evolution of the Labour Party’s foreign policy throughout the 20th
century to the present date. This is the first comprehensive study of the
history of the Labour Party’s worldview and foreign policy. It argues that
Labour’s foreign policy perspective should be seen not as the
development of a socialist foreign policy, but as an application of the
ideas of liberal internationalism. Volume Two provides a critical analysis
of Labour’s foreign policy since 1951. It examines Labour’s attempts to
rethink foreign policy, focusing on intra-party debates, the problems that
Labour faced when in power, and the conflicting pressures from party
demands and external pressures. It examines attitudes to rearmament in
the 1950s, the party’s response to the Suez crisis and the Vietnam War,
the bitter divisions over nuclear disarmament and the radicalisation of
foreign and defence policy in the 1980s. It also examines Labour’s desire
to provide moral leadership to the rest of the world. The last two
chapters focus on the Blair and Brown years, with Blair’s response to the
Kosovo crisis, to 9/11 and his role in the ‘war on terror’. Whereas Blair’s
approach to foreign affairs was to place emphasis on the efficacy of the
use of military force, Brown’s approach instead placed faith in the use of
economic measures. This highly readable book provides an excellent
analysis of Labour’s foreign policy. It is essential reading for students of
British politics, the Labour Party, and foreign policy.
The End of the Party - Andrew Rawnsley 2010-09-30
Andrew Rawnsley's bestselling book lifts the lid on the second half of
New Labour's spell in office, with riveting inside accounts of all the key
events from 9/11 and the Iraq War to the financial crisis and the
parliamentary expenses scandal; and entertaining portraits of the main
players as Rawnsley takes us through the triumphs and tribulations of
New Labour as well as the astonishing feuds and reconciliations between
Tony Blair, Gordon Brown and Peter Mandelson. This paperback edition
contains two revealing new chapters on the extraordinary events
surrounding the 2010 General Election and its aftermath.
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Territory, Identity and Spatial Planning - Mark Tewdwr-Jones
2006-09-27
This book provides a multi-disciplinary study of territory, identity and
space in a devolved UK, through the lens of spatial planning. It draws
together leading internationally renowned researchers from a variety of
disciplines to address the implications of devolution upon spatial
planning and the rescaling of UK politics. Each contributor offers a
different perspective on the core issues in planning today in the context
of New Labour’s regional project, particularly the government’s concern
with business competitiveness, and key themes are illustrated with
important case studies throughout.
Democratic Drift - Matthew Flinders 2010
This book examines the evolution of democracy in the UK since the
election of New Labour in 1997. Flinders also explores the trajectory of
democracy from 1945 onwards and examines the degree to which recent
developments in the UK fit within global democratic trends.
Dispersed Democratic Leadership - John Kane 2009-08-06
Dispersed Democratic Leadership examines both the scope and
consequences of the dispersal of the leadership role in democratic
societies, a topic that has been relatively neglected by a political science
literature dominated by studies of executive power. Individual chapters
investigate the many loci of leadership found in modern democracies,
some ancient and some newly emergent, some institutionalized and some
ad hoc, some self-consciously political and some avowedly apolitical. In
assessing the effects of leadership dispersal, the book argues that
understanding how policies are shaped in a democracy requires
balancing the usual person-centred approach with one that is more
contextual, institutional, and relational. The public leadership role of
people in business, the media, non-governmental organizations,
bureaucracy, law, showbusiness and many other areas are instructively
investigated to enhance our appreciation of the complexity of democratic
political systems and to allow us to assess the effects, both good and ill,
of democratic leadership dispersal.
British Prime Ministers and Democracy - Roland Quinault
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2011-03-17
Today representative democracy is the dominant political system in the
world. Britain played a prominent part in the democratization of the
world through both its constitutional reforms at home and its power and
influence abroad. In that process, Prime Ministers played a prominent
role through their power and influence in government, Parliament and
the country more generally. Quinault examines the stance of ten leading
Prime Ministers - from the mid-nineteenth century until the twenty-first
century - on the theory and practice of democracy. The attitude of each
Prime Minister is assessed by considering their general views on
democracy and their use of that term and concept in their discourse and
thereby their role in advancing or resisting democratic political change.
Particular attention is paid to their role in electoral reform, together with
their stance on the composition and powers of the House of Lords and
the role of the monarchy in the governing process. Their attitudes to the
democratic aspects of some major international issues are also
considered.
The Labour Party and Constitutional Reform - P. Dorey 2008-06-17
Examines the Labour Party's approach to constitutional reforms in
historical context, and how these have been pursued more to 'modernize'
political institutions, rather that radically transform them. Explains the
reasons for this constitutional conservatism, and the debates which
specific reform proposals have prompted in the Party.
Ten Years of New Labour - M. Beech 2008-02-28
Evaluates the Blair government from 1997-2007 conducting high quality
research into aspects of British politics with particular emphasis on
parties, policies and ideologies. With contributions from key figures in
the field further topics include New Labour's record on social policy,
defence policy, constitutional reform and public expenditure.
New Labour and the European Union - Stefano Fella 2018-05-08
This title was first published in 2002. This book makes a valuable
contribution to the literature on the UK-EU relationship and on the
development of the Labour party since Tony Blair became leader in 1994,
providing a detailed examination of the process of policy-making
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undertaken by Labour in relation to the 1996-97 intergovernmental
conference (IGC) of the EU. It tracks policy development from opposition
to government, culminating in the conclusion of treaty negotiations at
Amsterdam in June 1997. The book moves beyond the existing literature
in providing an original account of policy-making based on internal party
and government sources. It highlights a ’New Labour’ approach to the
EU - set in place by the time of the Amsterdam summit and characteristic
of the Blair government’s European policy thereafter - and suggests that
this approach represents both continuity and change with previous UK
governments and a break from the European social democratic
perspective that had been central to Labour’s previous pro-European
conversion.
After New Labour - W. Leggett 2005-10-26
What's Left after New Labour? This timely book assesses the legacy of
both the Third Way and its critics. Analysing the relationship between
social theory and political strategy, it outlines the basis of a post-New
Labour project. This reconnects with the concerns of the Left, while
preserving what was important in the Third Way. Collapsing the
boundaries between sociology and political science, this book is essential
reading for anyone interested in centre-left renewal.
Blair's Britain, 1997-2007 - Anthony Seldon 2007-09-20
Tony Blair has dominated British political life for more than a decade.
Like Margaret Thatcher before him, he has changed the terms of political
debate and provoked as much condemnation as admiration. At the end of
his era in power, this book presents a wide-ranging overview of the
achievements and failures of the Blair governments. Bringing together
Britain's most eminent academics and commentators on British politics
and society, it examines the effect of the Prime Minister and his
administration on the machinery of government, economic and social
policy and foreign relations. Combining serious scholarship with clarity
and accessibility, this book represents the authoritative verdict on the
impact of the Blair years on British politics and society.
Governing as New Labour - Steve Ludlam 2017-10-07
This follow-up volume to the same editors' highly-acclaimed New Labour
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in Government provides a systematic assessment of Blair's first term and
the continuities and changes into his second. Bringing together speciallycommissioned chapters by leading authorities in a tightly-edited format,
it places particular emphasis on the evolution of New Labour's political
performance, policy and statecraft set in its historical, ideological and
organizational context.
European Social Models from Crisis to Crisis - Jon Erik Dølvik 2015
This book analyzes the interaction of European social models -- the
institutions structuring labor markets' supply side -- and their turbulent
macroeconomic environment from the deep Europe-wide recession,
ending Germany's post-unification boom, through monetary union's
establishment, to the Great Recession following the recent financial
crisis. The analysis reaches two conclusions challenging the dominant
view that the social models caused unemployment by impairing labor
markets' efficiency in the name of equity. First, the social models'
employment and distributive effects are far outweighed by their
macroeconomic environment, especially in the Eurozone, where its
truncated structure of economic governance transformed the Great
Recession into a sovereign debt crisis. Second, instead of a trade-off
between efficiency and equity, the employment effects of counteracting
markets tendency to generate inequality depends on the macroeconomic
conditions under which it occurs and how it is done.
New Labour and the Civil Service - D. Richards 2007-11-12
This is the first serious study to analyze Labour's approach to the Civil
Service. It offers a theoretically engaged, empirically rich analysis
drawing from over 300 interviews with key actors to explore the 'New
Labour' effect on Whitehall. It considers 1997 transition process and the
extent to which reform has improved public service delivery.
The Presidentialization of Politics - Thomas Poguntke 2007-04-27
The Presidentialization of Politics shows that the politics of democratic
societies is moving towards a presidentialized working mode, even in the
absence of formal institutional changes. These developments can be
explained by a combination of long-term structural changes in modern
politics and societies' contingent factors which fluctuate over time. While
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these contingent, short-term factors relate to the personalities of office
holders, the overall political agenda, and the majority situation in
parliament, there are several structural factors which are relatively
uniform across modern nations. First, the internationalization of modern
politics (which is particularly pronounced within the European Union)
has led to an 'executive bias' of the political process which has
strengthened the role of political top elites vis-à-vis their parliamentary
groups and/or their parties. Their predominance has been amplified
further by the vastly expanded steering capacities of state machineries
which have severely reduced the scope of effective parliamentary
control. At the same time, the declining stability of political alignments
has increased the proportion of citizens whose voting decisions are not
constrained by long-standing party loyalties. In conjunction with the
mediatization of politics, this has increased the capacity of political
leaders to by-pass their party machines and to appeal directly to voters.
As a result, three interrelated processes have led to a political process
increasingly moulded by the inherent logic of presidentialism: increasing
leadership power and autonomy within the political executive; increasing
leadership power and autonomy within political parties; and increasingly
leadership-centred electoral processes. The book presents evidence for
this process of presidentialization for 14 modern democracies (including
the US and Canada). While there are substantial cross-national
differences, the overall thesis holds: modern democracies are
increasingly following a presidential logic of governance through which
leadership is becoming more central and more powerful, but also
increasingly dependent on successful immediate appeal to the mass
public. Implications for democratic theory are considered.
New Labour's Pasts - James E. Cronin 2016-09-17
Where other books are either highly partisan dismissals or appreciations
of the Third Way, or dull sociological accounts, this book gets behind the
clichés in order to show just what is left of Labour party ideology and
what the future may hold. New Labour has changed the face of Britain.
Culture, class, education, health, the arts, leisure, the economy have all
seen seismic shifts since the 1997 election that raised Blair to power.
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The Labour that rules has distanced itself from the failed Labour of the
70s and 80s, but the core remains. Labour remains gripped by its own
past - unable and unwilling to shed its ties to the old Labour party, but
determined to avoid the mistakes of which lead to four electoral defeats
between 1979 and 1992. Cronin covers the full history of the party from
its post war triumph through decades of shambolic leadership against
ruthless and organised opposition to the resurgent New Labour of the
90s that finally took Britain into the new millennium.
Reader's Guide to British History - David Loades 2020-12-18
The Reader's Guide to British History is the essential source to
secondary material on British history. This resource contains over 1,000
A-Z entries on the history of Britain, from ancient and Roman Britain to
the present day. Each entry lists 6-12 of the best-known books on the
subject, then discusses those works in an essay of 800 to 1,000 words
prepared by an expert in the field. The essays provide advice on the
range and depth of coverage as well as the emphasis and point of view
espoused in each publication.
The Blair Effect 2001–5 - Anthony Seldon 2005-09-29
Tony Blair's strong start to his third term, with his role in capturing the
Olympic Games for Britain, his statesman-like handling of the aftermath
of the terrorist attacks on London, his promise of a new start to the
European Union and his leadership of the G8 summit at Gleneagles, has
brought his relatively lacklustre second term into sharp relief. The
second term should have been the time when New Labour fulfilled its
manifesto promises. So what changed between 2001 and 2005 and what
was achieved? How far was Blair himself responsible, and what was
Gordon Brown's influence? What was the impact of the Iraq war? And
what of Blair's policy towards Europe? Anthony Seldon and Dennis
Kavanagh gather together leading academics and journalists to provide
an authoritative assessment of Blair's second term, including a review of
New Labour in government from 1997 to the present.
Mastering British Politics - F.N. Forman 2007-08-09
Containing all the information and analysis needed to understand the
British system of Government and politics, Mastering British Politics is
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an essential text. This fifth edition has been fully revised and updated to
reflect the results of and developments since the 2005 General Election.
The Blair Supremacy - Lewis Minkin 2014-06-16
Lewis Minkin has immense experience of the Labour Party and has acted
as adviser to two major internal reviews of the internal party
organisation. As the author of two widely acclaimed and original studies
on the Labour Party, The Labour Party Conference and The Contentious
Alliance, he possesses an unrivalled grasp of the subtleties and nuances
of Labour’s internal relationships. The Blair Supremacy is
groundbreaking in its investigation of the processes, methods, character
and politics of party management, during a period when Blair
strengthened his own position as he and his allies and managers drove
the party through a ferment of new developments under the name ‘New
Labour’. For this book Minkin has been able to draw on a wealth of
sources unavailable to other scholars. What is uncovered here is
revealing and at times startling. It includes an extensive covert internal
organisation, a culture which facilitated manipulation and what can be
described as a rolling coup. These developments are rigorously and
critically examined with a strong focus on three fundamental questions:
How were these changes achieved? Was it, as it was often represented, a
complete supremacy? Why did it end so badly with Blair being forced, in
effect, to step down? The study challenges many misconceptions and
sheds new light on the Blair legacy and on the intense controversies
surrounding him. It also adds greatly to our understanding of some acute
contemporary problems in British political life.
Labour’s Ballistic Missile Defence Policy 1997-2010 - James
Simpkin 2022-12-23
This book uses the Strategic-Relational Approach to explain how the
Labour governments of Tony Blair and Gordon Brown integrated the
United Kingdom into the US Ballistic Missile Defence system in order to
maintain national security and to uphold the ‘Special Relationship’ while
at the same time recognising that voters were in general opposed to
missile defence. Labour’s Ballistic Missile Defence Policy 1997-2010
examines how the Labour administration was tasked with navigating a
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domestic political environment in which they had to appear tough on
defence in general in order to appeal to a broader range of the electorate
while recognising that voters were opposed to missile defence in
particular. This book seeks to answer the question of why the centre-left
government of Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, elected on a mandate of
multilateralism in international relations and espousing an ‘ethical
dimension’ to foreign policy, committed the UK to US ballistic missile
defence; an internationally divisive military project associated with the
US Republican Party and George W. Bush in particular. This book is
essential for students and researchers interested in British military
history, international relations, strategic studies, British politics, Labour
politics, and political theory.
Blair - Anthony Seldon 2004
When Tony Blair entered Downing Street on 2 May 1997 Britain seemed
a different place. On that brilliant spring day the country suddenly
appeared fresher, brighter -- a marked contrast to the greyness of the
dog days of the Major government. That early optimism was in large part
a reaction to the personality of Blair himself. The acceptable face of a
Labour Party he had already modernised beyond recognition, his
charisma and drive won two successive three-figure majorities. But with
the triumphs have come allegations of arrogance, of hubris. Was this an
inevitable consequence of supreme, almost presidential power, or were
these traits always there? We know Blair is a religious man, but what
really motivates him? Rejecting the constraints of formal biography,
Anthony Seldon has produced a profile of the Prime Minister that
rewrites the bibliography of Blair studies. career and the key advisers he
has courted so ardently, it assesses the Blair psychology in all its forms,
including his pathological fear of alienating middle-class voters and his
unprecedented contempt for the media. Gripping and revelatory, it is a
major book about the man who has shaped modern Britain.
Blair's Britain, 1997–2007 - Anthony Seldon 2007-09-20
Tony Blair has dominated British political life for more than a decade.
Like Margaret Thatcher before him, he has changed the terms of political
debate and provoked as much condemnation as admiration. At the end of
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his era in power, this book presents a wide-ranging overview of the
achievements and failures of the Blair governments. Bringing together
Britain's most eminent academics and commentators on British politics
and society, it examines the effect of the Prime Minister and his
administration on the machinery of government, economic and social
policy and foreign relations. Combining serious scholarship with clarity
and accessibility, this book represents the authoritative verdict on the
impact of the Blair years on British politics and society.
British Government and Politics - Michael L. Mannin 2010-01-16
This deeply informed text sets the government and politics of Britain
firmly in the context of Britain's enduring membership in the European
Union. Michael L. Mannin thoroughly applies the concept of
"Europeanization" across the political system to explore how far change
is a product of Britain's interdependent relationship with the EU. Ideal
for courses in British and European politics, this book breaks new ground
in exploring the complex interdependence that the EU should bring to
the study of European political systems.
A Journey - Tony Blair 2010-09-02
In 1997, the biggest Labour victory in history swept England, ending
eighteen years of Conservative government. Prime Minister Tony Blair —
young, charismatic and complex — shaped the nation profoundly in the
ten years that followed. From his work in Northern Ireland to the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, few of his decisions were free from scrutiny and
debate. Alternately beloved and reviled, he was an international figure to
a degree matched by few British leaders — a role he continues in to this
day through the Tony Blair Faith Foundation and his work in the Middle
East. Now, for the first time, we see the fascinating journey and difficult
choices of the prime minister through his own eyes. Grippingly candid
and deeply intimate, A Journey is a must-read political memoir, full of
startling insights into a host of world leaders, including George W. Bush
and Bill Clinton. It is also a book that delves deeply and profoundly into
what it means to be in a position of great power today, and its emotional
and personal toll.
Blair Unbound - Anthony Seldon 2008-09-04
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The first volume of Anthony Seldon's riveting and definitive life of Tony
Blair was published to great acclaim in 2004. Now, as the Labour Party
and the country get used to the idea of a new leader and a new Prime
Minister,Seldon delivers the most complete, authoritative and compelling
account yet ofthe Blair premiership. Picking up the story in dramatic
fashion on 11 September 2001, Seldon recaps very briefly Blair's
trajectory to what may now be regarded as the high-point of his
leadership, and then brings us right up to date as Blair hands over the
reins to hisarch-rival, Gordon Brown. Based on hundreds of original
interviews with key insiders, many of whose views have hitherto been
kept private, BLAIR UNBOUND serves both as a fascinating 'volume two'
of this masterclass in political biography and a highly revealing and
compelling book in its own right.
The New Progressive Dilemma - D. O'Reilly 2007-04-12
The New Progressive Dilemma documents the international diffusion,
ideological meaning and long-term political implications of the 'ideas'
that informed the late twentieth-century revolution in thinking inside the
British Labour Party - a revolution that had important antecedents in
Australia.
The British Presidency - Michael Stewart Foley 2000
Makes a compelling argument about the increrased importance of
political leaders and the changing style of leadership in Britain and the
US. Introduces new concepts and backs them up with a convincing
argument about the existence of a British 'presidency'. Completely up-todate - the first convincing analysis of Tony Blair's leadership style.
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Locates the emergence of the New Labour project and its defining ideal
of strong leadership within the context of Margaret Thatcher's conviction
politics and the dysfunctional premiership of John Major. Concludes that
Blair's rise to power and his dominating presence in government
represents a decisive precedent and the standard against which his
competitors and successors will be judge.
Ideas and Economic Crises in Britain from Attlee to Blair
(1945-2005) - Matthias M Matthijs 2012-08-21
During the period from 1945 to 2005, Britain underwent two deep-seated
institutional transformations when political elites successfully challenged
the prevailing wisdom on how to govern the economy. Attlee and
Thatcher were able to effectively implement most of their political
platforms. During this period there were also two opportunities to
challenge existing institutional arrangements. Heath's 'U-turn' in 1972
signalled his failure to implement the radical agenda promised upon
election in 1970, whilst Tony Blair’s New Labour similarly failed to
instigate a major break with the 'Thatcherite' settlement. Rather than
simply retell the story of British economic policymaking since World War
II, this book offers a theoretically informed version of events, which
draws upon the literatures on institutional path dependence, economic
constructivism and political economy to explain this puzzle. It will be of
great interest to both researchers and postgraduates with an interest in
British economic history and the fields of political economy and economic
crisis more widely.
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